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Leashia

.
Message from Leashia

I have worked at CDAC for almost 26 years and never have I been more proud to be
a part of such a great organization.  The work that each of you are doing is simply
phenomenal and the Board’s support for our efforts is incredible. These are unfamiliar
times, but we have managed to keep making a difference.  
 

I thought it would be a good opportunity to remember our organizational values
because we definitely exemplify them now.
 

Respect — We honor the rights and beliefs of others. We respect and value diverse
life challenges and work to create an environment that is inclusive of all.
 

Excellence — We strive to be the best in quality and everything we do.
 

Integrity — We employ the highest ethical standards, demonstrating honesty and
fairness in all actions we take.
 

Motivation — We celebrate success, recognizing the achievements of clients and staff.
 

Accountability — We take responsibility for our performance and we meet our
commitments.
 

I believe that we can now add another value:
Adaptability — We do what it takes to “Make a Difference”.
 

Thank you all for being the heroes that you are. 
 

I look forward to the day when we can be together again.
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Deborah Foster Celebrates 29 Years at CDAC

 Deborah Foster became a WISE Case Manager
on April 28, 1991.  She currently serves as the
WFIS Care Coordinator.

What a blessing it is to be given the opportunity to say some words about my 29 years as an
employee of CDAC/WISE.
 

First of all, when I began my employment with CDAC/WISE, I was very, very young which means
I'm still young (smile). The good thing is I'm still alive and able to serve.  
 

I would like to share how this journey began. I was working for the State of Florida in Santa
Rosa County.  I was happy with my job at that time, so I thought.  The Director of the new WISE
program called and asked if I would accept a position with the new women’s program.  I hadn’t
been looking for a new job.  So, I said I would need a few days to think/pray about it.  I talked to
my mom about the new position.  She listened.  She talked about the fear of working in the
field of addiction.  I shared with her that I wasn’t looking for another job, but that I was feeling
compelled to accept the position.  I reminded my mother of the faith that she and my dad (my
pastor) taught us to have.  She said if you're feeling that strong, do what you feel is right.  I
accepted the job.  I'm grateful today to still be with this awesome agency 29 years later.
 

Of course, there has been some life challenges along the way.  I've lost very dear family
members and some very dear clients.  I've also gained some lifelong friends throughout my
CDAC/WISE journey who are just as important to me as family.  During the difficult times in my
life, CDAC/WISE was always there for me and provided love, support and encouragement, just
to name a few.
 

This job has taught me to always remain humble in every aspect of my life. I realize and know
daily that addiction has no respect of person. Had it not been for my strong faith and personal
relationship with my higher power, it could be me on the other side of the desk.  Working in the
field of addiction, and working closely with DCF and FFN, has given me stronger faith and a
compassionate heart from day to day. We all know what we've been through, but we don't
always know where we're going.
 

Some of the most difficult calls to receive on this job are the loss of clients, especially due to the
addiction and/or domestic violence.  Having to deal with abuse of all sorts, seeing the pain of
parents and children, is really when I have to reach beyond the break of the rope and continue
to pray for the strength to do and be what I need to be for our clients.  At those times I ask to
be a ray of sunshine and a tower of strength, love and encouragement to others.
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Have there been times when I felt like giving up? Yes, of course. That's when emotional
wellness plays a huge part.  I thank God for a strong family who understands.  I am able to
draw strength from them – especially my granddaughter, Giana.  Some of the things that keeps
me healthy during times of challenges are family, prayer, meditation, my flowers, singing,
playing the piano, my church family, walking, talking to healthy and positive friends, and
reading. 
 

 As I've progressed in age, I've also progressed in wisdom. There are those who are in our lives
for a reason and for a season.  The serenity prayer is really great to know and reflect on.  I think
the Disney characters Elsa and Ana in Frozen sing: “let it go, let it go.”  How simple are those
words that have so much weight along with wisdom.
 

I'm often asked about retirement and as I always say, I don't think my work is done yet. So I
thank Leashia, our Executive Director, who for 16 years was the Director of WISE.  She has
always been an example of how every CEO needs to run their company.  Thank you so much
for everything.  I can't complain. I won't complain. All of my good days outweigh my bad days,
so I won't complain. If it comes a time when I feel that I'm no longer helping others, being
positively effective, when I can no longer wear a smile, when my laughter becomes a frown, if I
become bitter and negative, when I cease to continue and encourage my clients, when I can no
longer be supportive of what is right, then it's time to go home.  But until then, I will continue to
keep hope alive.
 

As my message says on my phone, remember to keeeeeeeppp smiiillllingggg!!
 

Thank you CDAC/WISE.  I feel like going on.    

Deborah's story continued
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Deborah gets her emotional strength and wellness from her family,
especially granddaughter, Giana, music, and her beautiful flowers.
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The adjustment to the requirements of COVID-19, distancing, staying at home, and
staying safe during this pandemic has not been easy.  It has been especially hard on the
clients.  But, there was a group of clients that were determined to keep things as normal
as possible for themselves and their recovery.
 

I am so impressed with the dedication these women (clients) put forth to attend the WISE
Group via Google Hangouts.  The same dedicated group of ladies showed up week after
week, technical difficulties or not.  If they had to, they called in to the meeting.  They
showed a commitment to their recovery as well as to each other by being there to uplift,
encourage, and support.  During the virtual groups there was the usual laughing, crying,
suggestions, shared resources, and even new bonding.  This really reminded me of WISE
when I was a client:  Fierce dedication; fierce loyalty.  The book was right; the
therapeutic value of one person helping another is without parallel.

 

She has 4 dogs and a horse that despises women.  She loves all things water:  SCUBA,
boating, kayaking, tubing, swimming, etc.  Her family also enjoys going to baseball
games (Go Braves!).  
 

An interesting fact not many people know is that she sang the National Anthem on the
field at the Atlanta Braves game.

Brittany was born in Pensacola and raised in Pace.  She
went to the University of West Florida where she
received a Bachelor's degree in Social Work.
 

She has been working with the WISE program for
almost three years.  Prior to that she worked with FFN
for 6 years in DeFuniak Springs.
 

She has one older sister who is her best friend.  She
has four children:  twin 10-year-old boys, a 2-year old
girl, and a 4-month old boy.

Staff Highlight

Brittany Whitman joined the
CDAC family in June, 2017, as a
WFIS Case Manager. 

 Women and Family Intervention Services
WISE Group Clients Making it Work . . . 

Carol Phillips, WFIS Recovery Specialist
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(Pictured with husband, Ryan)

The therapeutic value of

one person helping another

is without parallel.



Judy Savage and Carol Phillips, Peer Recovery Specialists with the Women and Family
Intervention Services program, have not slowed down one bit despite the no face-to-face
contact we are currently under.  They both jumped right in to adjust to the changes! Carol is
doing WISE Groups via Google and they are both doing a lot of individual work with the
clients.  Thank you to Carol and Judy for all you're doing for our clients!
 
Carol is also preparing to start a new virtual group for the men in the program!  This is a
Group that she can start now and continue to offer virtually even after offices open again.
 
Kendra Bozard and Kara Price-Williams are putting together a new virtual orientation group
for all new clients.  The focus of this group will be to help them better understand what we do,
how we can help them, and what a recovery program is all about.
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Working at Home
Home Schooling

Social Distancing

It's been a little crazy, but CDAC staff are
resilient, intelligent, hard working, and
dedicated to serving their clients and the
agency.

Women and Family Intervention Services
Continuing to Make a Difference

The Veteran's Treatment Court celebrated having 7 participants
graduate April 21 via Zoom.  Jennifer Luchak plans to re-do the
graduation at a later time once we return to our new normal.

 The Beat Goes On . . . .
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Medena Williams shares her story about 

COVID-19 has brought many challenges to all of us.  In the beginning, I was pretty frustrated with the
"work from home" idea.  I wondered, as many of you, how I would be able to effectively serve my
clients.  How would I do groups?  I floundered to even start to think about a "new normal" and even
"thinking outside the box" (something I feel I am usually pretty good at).
 

The word "Zoom" and "meeting online" were new ideas that I didn't want to really have to think about,
let alone figure out how to do.  I decided that to meet with clients in this manner just wasn't my style
and my clients would just have to wait . . . . it would only be a couple of weeks, maybe a month at the
most?!!
 

And then there was the one client contacting me daily asking me when and how we could still meet to
do her parenting classes.  You see, she was working her case plan in a vigorous way to be able to get
her daughter moved up here from south Florida.  She was quite motivated and that's when the "Zoom"
word became a part of my vocabulary.
 

She was quite familiar with it as she attended online AA groups, counseling, etc.  So, with the help of my
daughter and encouragement from my client, I learned how to Zoom!  Since I didn't know that there
was a way to "share your screen," my first meeting was me holding my IPAD up to the screen with my
client watching the parenting video in that manner.  I found that to be a bit awkward and not the best
way of delivering this service.  Then I learned that there was a way to share the videos from my own
computer screen!  Imagine that!  With my daughter practicing with me, I learned how to take things to
the next level and was able to share my screen with my client while still having a face-to-face
discussion!  We were able to complete the program and I say "we" because while she was learning
some new parenting skills, I was learning how to navigate an online form of service delivery that I never
imagined doing!
 

Of course, we learned that Zoom would have to be replaced by Google Meets and that started another
new learning wave.  However, I am happy to say that I have been able to work with several clients in
this new format and beginning to even like the "new normal" some days.
 

So, what about my client who started me on this journey?  She texted me last week that her daughter
was finally being moved to Pensacola where she can actually see her in person!  Sounds good, doesn't
it?  Meeting people in person!  I, too, look forward to that day!
 

In the meantime, thanks to all of those who have worked so hard for us to work from home!  I
would like to thank Leashia for considering our health and well-being during this time; Zach who
has been very patient with my many tech questions; Denise who has gone out of her way to help;
and our team for their positive outlook during this time.
 

Hope to see you all soon (maybe 6 feet apart with masks, but we're going to be closer at least!)
 
Medena Williams
Parenting for Prevention
 

Delivering Online Parenting for the Not-So-Tech-Savvy

Working at Home



Leann Knapp, ECHO School Counselor at Navarre High School, is set up at a card
table in her dining room.  Her husband, Jeff, who is a Santa Rosa School District
teacher, has his work space set up at the kitchen table.  Her son is doing his on-
line college work from his room or the living room.  Her mom stays in her part of
the house.  And, Mikey the dog usually hangs with Leann.  When Leann or her
husband need to make confidential phone calls to parents or students, they go
in the bedroom and shut the door.  She says, "we are all adjusting and keeping
our sense of humor."
 

Leann reports that the ECHO counselors are being very creative in their multiple
ways to get in contact with students and get their contact phone numbers to
students so they can provide phone support to the students and families.  All the
counselors have been great about sharing resources with each other!
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Home Work Spaces and Office Mates

Brittany Whitman's cute coworker
(WFIS Case Manager) Sondra Gingerich's comfy

workspace
(WFIS Case Manager)

Kendra Bozard, WFIS Program Coordinator and Case Manager,
is set up in the dining area of their kitchen.  She pushes the
table out of the way during the day, and then in the evening
they set it back up so they can eat dinner.  "It's a bit of a pain,
but we are making it work."
 

Kendra also enjoys sharing her work space with her two
daughters - a four-year-old and an infant.

Carol Phillips, WFIS Peer
Specialist, picks greens while
talking to clients on the phone.



Home Work Spaces and Office Mates 
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Medena Williams, Community Prevention,
Parenting for Prevention Specialist, 

coordinates Parenting Classes through Zoom
and Google Meets

Lisa Viquelia's work space and
one of her work buddies.

Jennifer Glass, WFIS Case Manager, and her work buddy started out with a card table.  When she
realized this new working arrangement would be a little longer than first expected, she moved to
a larger desk. 

Cathy Henderson's work space (WFIS Program Assistant)

Kara Price-Williams and her office
mates     (WFIS  Program Director)
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Home Work Spaces and Office Mates 
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Becky is keeping calm and carrying on in her messy work space in her
dining room.  (Thin Mints help - thanks Andrea Flynn.)

Chris Salter,
Outreach Specialist

Charity Hamilton's work buddy, Lurch, is helping review the
COA Standards.

Deborah Foster's Home Work
Space (WFIS Care Coordinator)

Judy Savage's Home Work Space
(WFIS Recovery Specialist)
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School Programs  Make a Successful Transition

School Staff Zoom meetings

This has definitely been an adjustment period for all, but the school staff have been
extremely flexible and are doing well with navigating our "new normal."  With the
school closures following Spring Break, remote support services, skill building, and
information dissemination have continued for students enrolled in RISE and ECHO
services, with ongoing contact on a weekly or bi-weekly basis.  Staff have been
communicating with students and families via the telephone and other district
approved video-conferencing platforms.
 
CDAC school staff have done an excellent job with conducting universal prevention
messaging campaigns through district websites and social media page(s) for both
counties.  Wellness tips, mindfulness strategies, prevention and other resource
information have been shared with students and parents through online classroom
platforms approved by the districts.  Peer support meetings are continuing through
ZOOM with program staff, and staff have also been busy with attending webinars.
 
Summer is around the corner!  To the school staff, thanks for the great job you do
and for the ongoing dedication to our students and families!
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Tammy Sutton, Santa Rosa RISE School Counselor at King Middle School,
engaged her students in a Feelings Cookie Activity.
 
According to Dr. Siegel, if you can name it, you can tame it; and the Feelings Cookie
activity helps students learn to identify their emotions.  Students learned about
hidden emotions that drive other emotions.
 
Tammy bought sugar cookies, food coloring, and white frosting.  Each student was
given a spoon and plate with a sugar cookie and 4 dollops of white icing.  Each
student was asked to identify 4 feelings and assign a color (food coloring) to each
feeling.  Students then put a drop of food coloring in each dollop and decorated
their cookie.  As students enjoyed eating their cookies, they shared their feelings
and times in their life when they experienced that feeling.
 
The activity helped students in an anger management group identify and verbalize
their feelings, and students were able to recognize other feelings other than their
anger.  The activity kept students engaged, and they were all open to sharing. 
 Some students identified things to be grateful for, and some students identified
hidden feelings of rejection and fear of abandonment.
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 Santa Rosa RISE Program
Making a Difference

Before the Coronavirus Quarantine
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 Santa Rosa RISE Program
Making a Difference
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Michelle Kistler, Santa Rosa RISE School Counselor at Oriole Beach Elementary School,  shared a
creative way to help her students identify and talk about their feelings.  
 
Michelle used plastic eggs with different facial expressions and feelings pasted on them.  The top half
of each egg had a face and the bottom had a feeling.  The eggs were separated into halves, and the
students worked together to match the eggs with the appropriate facial expression and feeling.

Add a little bit of body text
 

 
CDAC's Santa Rosa RISE School Counselor at West Navarre Intermediate School, Dr.
Reese Holt, has created an innovative and cordial coping skills video series for his
students in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  Offering coping skills and brain tips to
"snap" out of a stuck brain, Dr. Holt was excited to see the positive response of students,
parents, and teachers alike.  What he did not expect was the far reaching impact these
videos would have as his former college roommate has used these videos as a teaching
tool for his youngster to calm and relax before bedtime.  He son now asks for "one more
Brain Snap" before going to bed.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Check out and share Episode 1 of Brain Snap at this link:
https://www.facebook.com/WestNavarreintermediateSchool/videos/3870533399686630/

Reaching to one of the epicenters of the COVID-19 pandemic in the U.S.,
Dr. Holt's videos are being used by his former supervisor/mentor, a
psychologist in the U.S. military, who was deployed at the Queen's Hospital
in Queens, NY, with his patients.  As one of NYC's "hardest-hit boroughs,"
Brain Snap is making a positive impact and offering a breath of fresh air
with those most vulnerable.

During the Coronavirus Quarantine

Brain Snap!
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Thank you Admin team
Leashia, we can't thank you enough for all you are doing to keep the agency
going during the quarantine, for making a way for us to continue to work
from home, and especially making a way for us to get PAID!  You are an
amazing leader and you are greatly appreciated.
 
Patti, we appreciate all you are doing to  make sure we all get a pay check
on time!
 
Zach and Thomas, thank you for all the time and work you have put in to
help us with all our technical needs while we are working at home.  Your
patience and kindness is appreciated!
 
 

Thank you to Brittany Durlauf (WFIS Case
Manager) and Chris Salter (Outreach Specialist) for
making it happen and getting it done!
Chris was talking to a mom in the hospital who was
ready for discharge but the hospital wanted to
make sure she was connected with services before
she left.  Brittany was called and asked if she could
see the client.  Within an hour Brittany was at West
Florida Hospital doing the intake with the client.
That mom left the hospital with information
and a support system ready to help her.

Teamwork makes the dream work!
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The amazing women who work in
Community Prevention are a Five-Star
Team.  They give of themselves to their
community and to their co-workers. 
 Every day they serve at 100%!
Thank you for your dedication and
patience.  You all do an incredible job!

A big shout out and Thank You
to all the WFIS Case Managers.  
You have made these changes
and adjustments look like every
day business.  Despite all the
changes and adjustments, March
and April have been the biggest
months of direct contact with
clients.  This just shows what a
strong, amazing group you are!



Happy 
Anniversary

April Birthdays
Kathryn Harrington     April 2
Jennifer Crounse           April 3
Samantha Koehler       April 13
Becky Garthwaite        April 15
Lisa Viquelia                  April 29     

May Birthdays
Zach Benn                       May 3
Isoke DuPont                 May 14
       Gwen Abrams         May 20
        Sheri Hundley        May 21
        Brittany Whitman  May 23
     Shawn Caldwell        May 26  

April Anniversaries
Deborah Foster     April 18    29 years
Becky Daniels        April 1      24 years
Cathy Henderson  April 1     22 years
Andrea Flynn          April 9       2 years
Dawn Nicholson    April 1        1 year
           

Christeia Salter     May 12    23 years
Jennifer Luchak    May 1        3 years
 
           

CDAC
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May Anniversaries

Supporting Healthy Lifestyles

CDAC Walking Club

Amberlyne Greco
Sue Nast
Stacey Reeder
Jennifer Crounse
Chris Salter
Cathy Henderson
Dorothy Lewis
Michele Kistler
Mike Villanueva
Shawn Caldwell

April Steps Total Miles Walked
335,281
313,014
246,584
210,229
224,727
152,587
187,773

48,089
179,600

78,572

1,497
1,189
1,089

844
839
776
746
638
636
365

The quarantine and social distancing has changed routines
and some of the walkers have not been able to walk everyday.



Social distancing doesn't mean social isolation.  Reach out to your friends and
family and talk and connect via phone or Face Time.

Reach out to a neighbor who may need help.  Be mindful if you have a neighbor
who may be in the at-risk population and if you are heading out to the store, ask
them if they need anything that you can pick up.

Exercise.  During stressful times going outside and taking a walk can help you relax,
boost your mood, and help you in managing your stress levels.

Eat a healthy diet - research has shown that what you eat - and don't eat - affects
the way you think and feel.

Drink alcohol in moderation.  Alcohol is a depressant and drinking too much can
often make your mood and anxiety levels worse.

Get enough sleep.  Make sure to put self-care as a priority and do your best to get
enough sleep.

Consume the news in moderation.  Too much information adds to our stress
levels.  The repetitive nature of the news reports is not good for our mental health.
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CDAC
Supporting Healthy Lifestyles
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How to Stay Mentally Healthy Amidst the
COVID-19 Pandemic

Brain and Behavior Reserach Foundation, March 19, 2020

The COVID-19 pandemic has been stressful for everybody!
Below are a few suggestions from the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation to help
us deal with the stress in a healthy way.

and Wellness
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Health and Wellness Observances - May 2020
National Mental Health Month

National Mental Health Month, www.nmha.org

Better Sleep Month
The Better Sleep Council, www.bettersleep.org

National Bike Month
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, www.eatright.org

National High Blood Pressure Education  Month
NHLBI Information Center, www.nhlbi.nih.gov

May 6 - School Nurse Day
www.nasn.org

May 8 - World Red Cross / Red Crescent Day
American Red Cross, www.redcross.org

May 31 - World No Tobacco Day
World Health Organization, www.who.org
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May 1 - 7 - National Physical Education and Sports Week
National Association for Sport and Physical Education, www.shapeamerica.org

May 6 - 12 - National Nurses Week
American Nurses Associationl, www.nursingworld.org

May 10 - 16 - Women's Health Week
Office on Women's Health, Department of Health and
Human Services, www.cdc.gov/women

One-Week Observances

One-Day Observances

National Physical Fitness and Sports Month
President's Council on Fitness, Sports, and Nutrition, www.fitness.gov


